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In its simplest description, the purpose of radiation therapy is to Mt the target and to miss all other
parts of the patient. WIii1e there are multiple technological methods available for doing this, the actual
radiation treatment needs to t considered in the broader context of the total radiation treatment
process. his process contains multiple steps, each of which has an impact on the quality of the
treatment and on the possible clinical outcome. One crucial step in this process is the determination of
the location and extent of the disease relative to the adjacent norinal tissues. This can be done i a
variety of ways, ranging from simple clinical examination to the use of complex 3-D imaging,
sometimes aided by contrast agents. As part of tis localization process, it is very important that
patient imobilization procedures be implemented to ensure that the same patient position will be
used during both the planning and the daily treatment stages. With the knowledge of the location of
the target and the critical tissues, decisions can be made about the appropriate beam arrangements to
prov'de adequate turnour coverage while sparing the healthy tissues. This beam arrangement may
have to be confin-ned on a therapy smulator prior to actual implementation of the radiation treatment.
In summary, the treatment process includes diagnosis, patient immobilization, target and normal
tissue localization, beam selection, beam shaping, dose calculation, technique optimization,
simulation, prescription, treatment verification and, finally, treatment. Dependent on the type of
disease, it is not necessary that every patient undergoes all of the steps in the process; however, it is
necessary that each step of the process used for a particular patient be carried out with the greatest
accuracy. Uncertainties at any stage of the process will be carried through to subsequent stages and
have an impact on clinical outcome. It is, therefore, important to recognize, when addressing
technological needs for megavoltage radiation treatment, that the radiation treatment machine
technology not be considered in isolation from the technologies associated with the other steps of the
treatment process. It makes no sense to have highly sophisticated linear accelerators capable of 3-D
conformal and intensity modulated radiation therapy (UART) if there is not a good imaging capability
for accurately defining the extent and location of both tumours and normal tissues.

Requirements for a radiation therapy facility have been defined iri an IAEA report [1]. This report
considered cobalt-60 megavoltage therapy machines but indicated that the MEA would not consider
provisions for linear accelerators. In 1993, the Pan American Health Organization along with the
WHO and the LAEA produced a report describing the design requirements for megavoltage X-ray
machines for cancer treatment in developing countries 2]. Clearly, even within the last decade, there
are still different opinions on the benefits (and risks) of cobalt-60 versus linear accelerators for
provision of radiation treatment especially the context of developing countries 3,4].

There are a number of considerations when a particular institution in any cotmtry makes decisions
about the purchase of radiation therapy equipment. Broadly speaking, these include:

• Societal infrastructure considerations (e.g. is there stable electrical power available to support the
treatment and related technologies?)

• Financial considerations (e.g. are there sufficient fancial resources to purchase, operate,
maintain and eventually dispose of the treatment technology?)

• Types and stage of diseases most likely to be treated (e.g. late stage diseases have different
planning and treatment requirements compared to early stage and well localized tumours)

• The number and types of professional staff available to support the treatment technologies (e.g.
radiation oncologists, medical physicists, radiation therapists (technologists), and electronics and
mechanical maintenance support either on staff or through maintenance contracts)
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• The number of patients requiring treatment with the treatment equipment available (patient
throughput and efficiency considerations)

• Treatment technologies available to prepare the patient for the actual irradiation procedure (e.g.
there is no point to IMRT capabilities on a linear accelerator if the planning tools are not
avalflable)

• Technological considerations of the therapy equipment in the context of above fictors (e.g.
cobalt-60 versus linear accelerator 3,4])

• Perceptions, misperceptions and emotional responses regarding specific technologies (e.g. do
higher energy x-rays yield better clinical results than cobalt-60 gamma rays? or "It's old;
therefore, it's no good!")

• Safety considerations the light of some of the above factors (e.g. cobalt-60 source disposal or
linear accelerator safety for staff and patients)

• In summary, identifying the technological needs requires a thorough understanding of the
technological capabilities of the treatment technologies available. These capabilities, however,
must be placed in the context of te multiple factors listed above.
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